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Abstract

Economical and operational facets of networks drive the necessity for significant changes towards
fundamentals of networking architectures. Recently, the momentum of programmable networking
attempts illustrates the significance of economic aspects of network technologies. Software Defined
Networking (SDN) has got the attention of researchers from both academia and industry as a means
to decrease network costs and generate revenue for service providers due to features it promises in net-
working. In this article, we investigate how programmable network architectures, i.e. SDN technology,
affect the network economics compared to traditional network architectures, i.e. MPLS technology.
We define two metrics, Unit Service Cost Scalability and Cost-to-Service, to evaluate how SDN archi-
tecture performs compared to MPLS architecture. Also, we present mathematical models to calculate
certain cost parts of a network. In addition, we compare different popular SDN control plane models,
Centralized Control Plane (CCP), Distributed Control Plane (DCP), and Hierarchical Control Plane
(HCP), to understand the economic impact of them with regards to the defined metrics. We use video
traffic with different patterns for the comparison. This work aims at being a useful primer to providing
insights regarding which technology and control plane model are appropriate for a specific service, i.e.
video, for network owners to plan their investments.
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1. Introduction

Traditional networks are forcing their limits to meet the needs of today’s users, enterprises and
carriers due to their limited capabilities. Increasing cloud services, server virtualization, the sharp
growth of mobility, and content-like video have led researchers to rethink today’s network architec-
tures. In traditional architectures, network devices and appliances are complex and challenging for
(re)configuration and (re)installation since they require highly skilled persons. Adding or moving a
device from a network brings extra costs. It is also time-consuming because IT people need to deal
with multiple switches, routers, etc. and update ACLs, VLANs and some other mechanisms. Further-
more, as business demands or user requirements increase day by day, application developers, carriers,
and enterprises need to delve into evolving new services and facilities. However, the software and the
hardware in network equipment are vertically integrated and proprietary. Therefore, vendor depen-
dency is an obstacle deterring them from developing new networking applications and services for their
networks due to slow equipment production cycle, long protocol standardization process, application
testing, and deployment. As a result, dynamicity in networking becomes an inevitable and crucial
feature to meet the needs of today’s end users.
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